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Most payments professionals know the COVID-19 pandemic has seen a
huge rise in electronic payments and specifically contactless transactions
– both for reasons of hygiene and convenience. Perhaps less well
understood, however, are the pandemic’s secondary effects on payments.
One of these effects is a huge increase in the number of merchants
accepting electronic payments for the first time.

New data from PCM’s Digital and Card Payment Yearbooks 2021-20221 predicts the number of
merchants seeking to accept electronic payments will grow by 30% across Europe over the next five
years as more consumers become comfortable with contactless payments for everyday purchases and
cash use continues to decline.
These new merchants will include large numbers of micro-merchants,
digital-first merchants and small chains looking for low-cost, easy-touse payment systems that are flexible and offer best-in-class security.
These merchants will be looking for payment solutions that avoid
the cost and complexity of purchasing and setting up a standalone
payment terminal – as well as offering new dimensions when it comes
to convenience, security and functionality.

“Merchants new
to electronic
payments will be
looking for low-cost,
easy-installation
acceptance systems.”

Tapping into the power of mobile
“Tap to Mobile” systems work by turning a commercial off the shelf (COTS) mobile phone into a
payment acceptance terminal. Market Research Futures predict2 the “Tap to Mobile” market will reach
$76.3 billion by the end of 2025, representing average growth of more than 23% each year over the
next four years.
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See The Digital and Card Payment Yearbooks 2021-2022 (European Overview) at www.paymentyearbooks.com

Payments Cards and Mobile, 26 January 2022, The digital revolution moves from payment to acceptance:
https://www.paymentscardsandmobile.com/tap-on-mobile-the-digital-revolution-moves-from-payment-to-acceptance/
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Installation and set up of a “Tap to Mobile” system via an app is rapid and simple. The merchant
downloads an app just like any other they would download from an app store. They can then be
registered within hours to an acquiring service provided by a bank or payment services provider (PSP)
using independent device verification (IDV) techniques that confirm merchant identity and associate
the merchant’s transactions with their device. The merchant’s bank details can also be confirmed
rapidly via an API call on their bank. Such fast set-up stands in contrast to today’s paper-based
onboarding which can take days or even weeks to complete.
Once set up is finished, merchants accept transactions by having cardholders tap their card against the
mobile device. Just like a contactless-capable POS terminal, the transaction is accepted for processing
using near-field communications (NFC) technologies present on almost all mobile devices used today.
Where transactions require escalated authentications (for instance, transactions above €50 under
the EU’s Strong Customer Authentication provisions), cardholders input their Personal Identification
Number (PIN) on the screen of the merchant’s device – a practice that has given rise to “PIN on glass”
as an alternative name for this kind of transaction. Following the transaction, communications with
acquiring banks and/or PSPs are securely encrypted from the merchant’s device and transmitted via
the mobile phone network, with receipts issued by e-mail, text message or in paper format if desired.

Tap to mobile: low cost, maximum performance and flexibility
By itself, the absence of specialist hardware such as a dedicated POS
terminal makes Tap to Mobile a revolutionary solution. Previously,
many smaller merchants were put off accepting electronic payments
by the cost and complexity of purchasing or renting a POS terminal,
as well as long set-up and authentication processes. As Tap to Mobile
only requires a standard smartphone, such systems are cheaper and
easier to set up compared to previous-generation POS devices.
The ease of onboarding merchants using Tap to Mobile means that
they do not suffer loss of revenue while waiting days or weeks for
authentication and set-up to be completed. At the same time, such
rapid onboarding will introduce a new wave of competition in the
acquiring space as merchants can more easily switch between
acquirers using Tap to Mobile.
Because Tap to Mobile systems can be set up “over the air” (that, is
remotely via wireless internet communication) and without reference
to a Terminal Service Provider, they can be updated and adapted to
accept new payments methods such as Buy-Now-Pay-Later (BNPL),
account-to-account (A2A) solutions and crypto payments, all of
which are destined to play a much bigger role in Europe’s payments
landscape in the years ahead.

“Tap to Mobile
systems can be
updated over
the air, meaning
they can be easily
adapted for new
payment methods
such as BNPL, A2A
and crypto.”
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BNPL is set to grow by around 25% per annum3 across European markets, for instance, while Edgar
Dunn predicts4 A2A payments will rise from fewer than one in five payments to around one-third of all
European payments in the next ten years. As there’s no need to involve a Terminal Service Provider,
delivering customized messaging, offers and promotions via the mobile device acting as a payment
terminal is also easier for banks and merchants.

Adapting for compliance and security
The ability to update over the air makes Tap to Mobile systems great from a compliance point of
view, since Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) requirements can be updated
remotely. When it comes to securing transactions, Tap to Mobile is fully compliant with the EU’s Strong
Customer Authentication (SCA) provisions under the second payment services directive. SCA requires
two authentication factors to be present for transactions worth more than €50: as the presence of
the mobile device constitutes one factor, this can be complimented either by confirmation via “PIN on
glass”, as described above, or via a biometric factor such as fingerprint or FaceID.
The fact that Tap to Mobile offers simple and fast authentications will grow in importance as the trend
towards “embedded payments” develops, in which payment is combined with business functions such
as delivery or customer pick-up. In these scenarios, merchants and consumers alike will appreciate
the convenience of tapping a card or digital wallet against a merchant’s device, then confirming their
identity with a biometric factor, compared to signature, card swipes or signing forms.

Tietoevry’s Tap to Mobile solution
For more than two years, Tietoevry has been developing and piloting a Tap to Mobile solution in
partnership with leading technology companies. This solution is white-label, meaning it can be
branded with an acquirer or PSP’s logo and adapted to suit their requirements. We anticipate that this
white-label solution will be of great interest to acquirers and PSPs looking to target both the existing
and emerging new merchant populations, especially SME merchants, small chains and all merchants
looking to combine their online and physical acquiring with one solution.
As one of Europe’s leading transaction processors with fully-secure 24/7/365 availability, we are
connected to a wide range of acquirers. Our systems have processed two billion transactions each year
over the last 15 years, with consistent 100% availability in our core. This level of expertise enables us
to offer banks and PSPs the ability to acquire transactions using our Tap to Mobile solution and process
those transactions using our secure, always-on technologies.
To find out more about why you should be offering merchants the revolutionary advantages
of Tap to Mobile payments, please contact: Anders Wahlbom, Head of Sales & New
Business Card Acquiring, anders.wahlbom@tietoevry.com, +46727338989
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Research cited in NETS paper, How European banks can benefit from BNPL:

https://www.nets.eu/perspectives/Pages/How-European-banks-can-benefit-from-Buy-Now-Pay-Later.aspx
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See Edgar Dunn research cited by TrueLayer, 31 March 2022:
https://truelayer.com/alternative-payments/guide-to-card-alternatives

A venture of new adventures

